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1 The Only Serious Section

This research paper is meant as satire only. Do not take any of the scientific references seriously, as many sound
plausible but are seriously flawed. This paper is meant to poke fun at the intentional verbosity of some research papers
in the name of professionalism, as well flawed research methods (which this one is an exemplar of), bad variable
convention, and of course, the vaguely-cited claim [6]. This paper also pokes fun at literally everything else (including
chickens), but keep in mind that no malicious or political purpose, explicit or implicit, is meant of this piece. Tl;dr:
ViEwPoInTs ExPrEsSeD iN tHiS aRtiCle Do NoT nEcEsSaRiLy RePrEsEnT tHoSe Of ThE aUtHoR. Read all footnotes
and citations, as they are definitely part of the fun!

2 Keywords

Because we all know that this is the "clickbait" section of a research article, where we compete for citations, we need to
add very relevant tags to this article:

Goose riding a Moose (4K video), Nobel Prize, Fox News interviews real foxes, Google Cheez-it Scandal, Fort-
nite, Leaked iPhone 12 pics, Elon Musk’s phone number, How to make homemade explosives5

∗When I signed up for this project, I was told there would be free pizza. Literally the only reason why I’m here right now.
†Where we get the funding from, and by the request of their CEO, every few paragraphs, we will be inserting their logo, "BAWK",

and skewing our results in favor of Chickens and Co (R)(C)(Not for resale)
‡Actually did the entire project and wrote this paper, but he wasn’t here the day before the paper was due, so he was "shifted"
§Our project was made possible by the usage of his "fake news" reasoning model
5The idea here is to get the NSA/FBI involved, which might increase our publicity
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3 ABSTRACT

The act of impacting a gallus gallus domesticus6 has been a common BAWK7 tradition among many cultures [1], but
the actual number of slaps needed has been a widely debated issue. In this paper, we use the ideal chicken assumption
in order to calculate the exact number of slaps needed to cook a chicken to FAA standards. We consider and control
many aspects, including the age, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and social security number of each chicken model in our
study. More importantly, we consider the thermodynamic aspects of a chicken being rapidly slapped and the effects of
drag on chicken heating. Lastly, we use Trump’s Postulate in order to justify some incorrect assumptions and results
found in this study, which remains an incredibly useful tool in the research realm.

4 Background

Chickens are the tastiest form of low-flying aircraft8 [7]. By our extensive background study, we can conclude that
chickens engage in many common activities, including:

1. BAWK

2. Eating miscellaneous wheats

3. PECK PECK PECK

4. Excreting offspring trapped in calcium carbonate casings

5. Being nuggetified9

The activities of a common chicken are conducive to inferring their uselessness as low-flying aircraft because they
do not spend much time acting like a Boeing 777 [1]. By inductive reasoning, we can conclude that their in-flight
entertainment is also sub-par.

Another important aspect that must be addressed in any animal study is the project’s FFI, or Furry Fandom Index [5].
This index measures the general acceptability of the animal as a fursona, as determined by

∫
costume� d(fur)10 The

chicken has a remarkably low FFI11, which has been determined empirically to be 2.1/9000. As such, the chicken has
been voted to be the least furriable of all non-equestrian animals12.

5 The Ideal Chicken Assumption

Assuming that a chicken is a simple sphere is integral for our mathematical model to work. As one goes to slap the
chicken, a non-spherical BAWK chicken can respond in many different ways13. If the chicken is not slapped at its
center of gravity, the net torque on the chicken may result in angular acceleration. Thus, according to the work-chicken
theorem, some of this energy is converted to kinetic chicken soup, reducing the slap efficiency. A non-spherical chicken
has also quantum effects. As the rate of slapping increases, a poorly anchored and non-spherical chicken will start to
approach the speed of light. Thus, for the chicken, time will pass slower, which reduces the thermal energy transferred
per slap.

We also must assume that a chicken contains nothing but chicken soup [4]: chicken = soup(chicken), which creates a
self-referential formula. Thus, we are required to conclude that soup(x) = x. Therefore, soup is insignificant and thus
should be shunned and declared negligible. By this reasoning, we can us a sub-set of Trump’s postulate and conclude
that soup = water14. By considering the chicken as a spherical bag of water, calculations are much easier because we
can use the specific heat constant of water: 4.184 J

Chicken . In addition, we must not consider the chicken to behave

6Slapping a chicken
7DID YOU EVEN READ THE SECOND FOOTNOTE
8Followed closely behind by the common cow, because chickens can’t fly
9Such an activity can only happen once, as the chicken does not survive the procedure

10� represents a symbol that we don’t understand, but since it looks fancy, we are using it
11According to the National Board of Furries, all of whom don’t identify as an administrative board, but instead a congregation of

fox-like creatures.
12The equine represents a special case of Furry standards. Dressing as a horse is completely acceptable and even encouraged in

society
13If this were a chemistry paper, we call this "relativistic effects" and move on
14Insert corrupt dictatorship historical reference here
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as a small planet15, a Jenny McCarthy16, or radiate blackbody radiation. Lastly, we must assume a specific mass of
the chicken, which was determined at 5.6 kilograms. This number has absolutely no statistical meaning; it was picked
using Random.org’s random number generator.

6 Deriving the ideal chicken model

The derivation is quite simple, and it requires a very simple Schrodinger’s equation: ψCHICKEN =
∫ duck

0
Y (ee)

tdt+∮
DUCKd(memes) where Y (t) represents the solution to the Riemann hypothesis17 andDUCK(memes) represents

Jeff Bezo’s credit card number. The following derivation was copied directly from a Wkipedia article, because nobody
on our team understands it:

Chicken chicken chicken [3]: chicken BAWK chicken’s chicken–chicken chicken chicken chicken! Chicken chickens
chicken. Chicken chicken: C(k) = nu ∗G2 ∗et. Chicken chicken chickens chicken. Chicken chicken chicken. Chicken
chicken chicken, chicken chicken chicken. Chicken chicken chicken...chicken chicken chicken.

Chicken chicken chicken chicken chicken, chicken chicken chickens chicken. Chicken chicken chickens, chicken
chicken. Chicken chicken chicken chicken chicken.

7 Modeling a Slap

Although the ideal chicken model is very easy to derive18, the ideal slap model is far less direct [6]. Due to the lack of
sufficient literature on the typical human slap, our own studies were used. From experiments on controlled subjects19,
we have partitioned slaps into five different categories.

1. The Angry Slap20

2. The Car Fender Slap

3. The I-Like-The-Sound-Of-Jello Slap21

4. The Hi-Five slap

5. The Mosquito Slap

15Which is also a Frisbee, according to the Flat-Earthers. This adds computational complexity to our research, so we pretend that
they don’t exist

16Supreme dictator of the Anti-Vaxxer Coalition
17**serious footnote**This is funny because the Riemann hypothesis has never been proved
18Copy from Wikipedia
19Graduate students paid in free pizza
20Stimulated by posting "March for Dogs" promotion on subject 15’s Facebook status, who was strongly pro-cat
219/10 of our subjects admitted to intensely slapping our jello sample
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By measuring the force and impulse delivered in each slapping session, the mosquito slap was determined to be the
most optimal slap for cooking a chicken. While the angry slap was in contention, it was determined that the amount
of force delivered by the angry subject was actually less than the amount of force delivered by an extremely terrified
subject. This is justified by the fact that subjects were afraid that slapping something out of anger would result in
lawsuits. Because mosquitoes do not have lawyers, this concern is not present in the Mosquito Slap, which explains the
stronger slap measured.

Due to Newton’s third law, slapping a chicken means being slapped back by the chicken. This intimidation factor was
another reason why the full slapping potential our test subjects were not reached. However, once they were comforted
by a bowl of jello, data collection was recommenced, and this allowed us to eventually determine the best model for the
slap.

After extensive22 studies, it was concluded that the mosquito slap is best modeled by strips of cloth spinning at
15 gradians

s
23, which was obtained from a local car wash24.

8 Simulation Parameters

The detailed diagram below shows the sophisticated ideal slapping setup. The next sections’ calculations are based
solely off of this diagram. Note the detailed definition of the chicken as a sack of water, as denoted by the industry
standard water bottle. Also note the direction of the spinning cloth strips, which is very important for the following
calculations. If the spin was reversed, the angular momentum will cause the earth to spin slower instead of faster, which
has been proven to be the leading cause of tsunamis on the coast of Nebraska.

9 Determining the number of ideal slaps to cook a chicken

9.1 Trump’s postulate

Before more analysis is done, it is important to state the definition of Trump’s postulate, which was used in our
calculations. Surprisingly, although Trump’s postulate is used extensively in high math proofs25, the theory is very
simple: For all n such that n 6= k, declare n 6= k as fake news and claim that n = k

9.2 Calculations

The continuous slapping action provided by the cloth strips, which closely mimic a mosquito slap, is provided by 1 kg
strips of cloth traveling with a tip velocity of 5m

s , Thus, the kinetic energy of a single strip impact is 12.5 Joules. A
chicken, which is a 5.6 kilogram sack of water, has a heat capacity of 23430 J

deg . The widespread consensus on the
optimal cooking chicken temperature is 95 degrees Celsius [2], and room temperature is established at 25 degrees

22The usage of the word "extensive" will raise credibility measurements, but in reality, this was done by a trusty Ouija board
23**Serious footnote**The Gradian is possibly the most obscure form of angle measurement
24Due to a lack of funding, this procurement was done after hours and with a crowbar
25Trump’s postulate can also be used to prove, in one line, that a circle consists of nine sides
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Celsius26. Thus, the change in temperature ∆T = 95 − 25 = 70. Thus, the total energy absorbed by a chicken
in order to cook it is 70 ∗ 23430 = 1.6 ∗ 106J . As such, the total number of slaps needed to cook a chicken is
1.6 ∗ 106/12.5 = 1.3 ∗ 105 slaps per unit chicken.

Because the chicken will dissipate energy in the form of heat and sound to the surroundings as it is being slapped, this
calculation is an underestimation. However, using the powerful Trump’s postulate, we declare the dissipation of heat as
Fake News. Applying this transformation on the model allows us to disregard these non-ideal conditions. Therefore,
according to Trump’s postulate, our calculations are the best available, and any media source that says otherwise is
placed under the subclass fake news.

9.3 Design limitations

Because all peer-reviewed papers need expressions of modesty, we must include this section as well. However, because
Trump’s postulate nullified all experimental and computational sources of error and assumptions, there are no limitations
to our experimental results. This computed magnitude of slaps can even be extrapolated to bovines27, which take much
longer to cook.

10 Conclusion and Future Improvements

By far, this analysis on slapping chickens is the most comprehensive report to date, because it considers a real-life
slap model. By using Trump’s postulate, we were able to nullify all sources of experimental error, making the slaps
calculation an exact value and not an approximation. We have also inductively proven that chickens are sacks of water,
which is a major breakthrough in the field of abstract chicken algebra.

Despite the fact that this paper has absolutely nothing to improve on, a very feasible future development is to extend
this study to ducks. Because ducks and chickens are most likely in the same genus, we can make similar assumptions
on ducks, and thus get a similar value. With increased funding, we will also return the spinning cloth buffing wheel to
the car wash and invest in professional burglars to steal our experimental equipment instead.
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